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The second thing was I - I g9uas I 

2 really didn't feel that discussing the problems 

3 with him, knowing that he had been there and 

4 possibly would be biased and not objective, I 

S guess I balanced the thing versus my ctie and my 

S priorities and decided it wasn't worth my time.  

S7 0 Woulda't It be - I Igess V's thinking, 

g you know, the old watch relief. Wouldn't bhe have 

9 provMied some wvlua'le informasion? 

a IC A Es might have, but let me tell you 

I "er* watch reliefs that -- it's more a watch 

12 relief such is I have had where the individual 

13 ian't even there. ae's available in the country, 

i he didn't die. Be's available, but it's a sess 

S15 and you've been told to go in and clean up the 

16 mes* and then you say ti it worth my time, 

17 knowing -- that's what I did, frankly, as part of 

ig this thing, is It worth my time to try to talk to 

19 the guy who made the mess or should I form my own 

( judgments, should I get *eportv in here who 

21 really knoo their business and rely on them to 

n 2 tell me what the eass is and how we ought to fis 

23 it. And I determined it was more important to do 

24 t h a t and for ** to spend my time personally 

25 looKing than it wai to take Mr. Parris' opinion.  
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0 Okay. We talked about the fuel load 

2 certification letter for Watts Bar that was in 
3 eistence. For a utility to certify to the SRC 

* that the plant is ready for licensing or low 

5 fuel, low power Licensing, would such a letter 

6 6 Laply. esplicttly require that they had a 1OCPR50 

?7 ApFendiK 00 program and had that program 

Seaxecuted? 

Scut MR. CEARMO??: Before Mr. White 

10 answers that question, in fairness to Mr.  

11 Parris and all the others, if Mr. hbite has 

;j considered that question before you're 

13 :laarly entitled to his opinion. But if I 14  he hasn't considered it before, then I'm 

iI 1not sure it's a fair question.  

I TE WIXTWBSS: I don't understand what 

t you're saying, but I bhav not considered 

is it, all right? You know, I -- let ae 

S19 explain that, it I say, is that with all 

I 0 the other things I have going on I have 

* 21 not sat down and said because I'm not 

S223 even closea ,. .Saking such 4 request at 

23 Watts Bar or elleftonte, so I haven't sat 

24d' down as I would do before I did that and 

25" say, okay, what are the precise require
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seats and how do I prove thea and that 

2 kind of thing. I just haven't coaoidered 
3 that.  

4 BT MR. REIMBART: : s  0  o kay., Do you know what such a letter 

Sintvolves at all? 

7 7 MR. CEARMOVIs It be hasn't considered 

I it bow would be know that? 

MR. RZEMIARTt Let his answer the 

10 question, please.  

It A (Continuing) you know, when you say at 

12 all, I' always perturbed, disturbed by absolute 

13 things.  

id4 BI MR. RIIEARTt 

I I's saying do you have any idea of bhat 
I the certification for fuel load letter involves? 

17  A sGave aever G***n certification, to 

ia my knowledge, a certification - *even the one I 

x 1, cncelled. I've never *eon it so I'0 not in a 

2a position to say I know precisely what they say.  

21 0 Tou didn't evoe look at the one you 

2 cancelled? 

23 A go, that's right.  

24 0 Okay. What is the function of a 

25 quality assurance program? 
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A Well, to be very general, you know, 

2 quality assurance is to assure that something 

3 operates or does what it's supposed to do. Now, 

4 if you want to know the precise definition, that 

S s5 book is what I would use.  

* O I'm just tryina to get a teel for your 

St7 feel.  

*I In the March 20tb letter tbhere' 

* back in the second paragraph, the last sentence, 

to0 it should be noted that my mission as manager of 

it the Office of Nuclear Power is to enbhance the 

12 management and aanagement controls of all TVA 

13 nuclear program activities, including those for 

14 QA.  

is So I' trynlag to get a feel of in your 

1i mind what that would be doing.  

17  A  Well, but *' aftraid you're emphasizing 

1 i the wrong word. Nuclear power program is a 

19 description. Activities is the key word, not 

20 Program. That apparently says something 

21 different to you than it conveys to se. It says 

2 2 to ** my mission is to enhance management and 

23 management controls of all ectLvities. I could 

24 have left out nuclear power program, but all 

25 1actLvities including those of QA. So it's not -
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you've read that as sayinga QA program and that'a 

2 not what it e*ans.  

3  a What does it mean? 

4 A *11Well, the activities. There are plenty 

5 of activities at TVA, including QA as an 

6 activity, roU see, QA as an activity includes 

7 things, as I said earlier, QA is an activity that 

Sa includes convincing line mamagement that they 

9 have the responsibility for quality assaurance, 

to the worker does. That's a QA activity.  t I Its not sure -- I's not an expert, but 

12 I'g not sure if Mr. Kelly or Mr. Kaxanas were 

13 bere that tbsy would say that is or is not part 

ij of the program. I don't know. I'd have to ask 

15 thea whebather that is or is not part of the 

S 6 program, but it's certainly part of the activity.  

17 0 What do you seas by management and 

j management controls? 

SA *Well, Management is the organisation of 

I the people. The controls are efforts in 

S21 policies, I talked yesterday about the hierarchy 

2 of policies, directives, procedures, instructions 

23 and all of that. Those are controls. I view 

24 those as controls.  

25 0 Okay. TVA has a QA program.  
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MS. SAUSIEt Is that a question? 
2 TY MR. EIIMWARTt 

3 0  Well, does TVA has a QA program7 

SA I -ink we all La this coos know that 

S TVA has a ptograa that's been approved by the 

3 Rac.  

? Q What is, Ln yowr view, the function of 

* * that program? 

91' A In the broadest sense it's to provide 

3 10 that reasonable assurance that we spoke of 

I" earlier that the thing can and will be operated 

12 in a manner not to, you know, unduly hbazard 

13 public health and safety.  

14 0 Okay.  

s5  A That's what it's there for when you 

16 really come to the crux of the matter.  

17  Q T his to -* what does that mean? That's 

ij a good testbook answer, but what does it mean? 

3 it A Well, I don't think 

1 MUS. SAUSIRs Wonld you ask a sore 

21 specific question, please?7 eally, Mr.  

1 2 Reinbart, he's repeated his answer a 

23 couple of different ways and we can go 

241 on for a long time.  

25,1 N R. EZINART: Is taking Mr. White's 
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answer and saying when Be described what a 

2 QA progres did, that was a good textbook 

3  answer and I's trying to get a little 

4 deeper, a little more -

S SBT MR. RRIiWART: 

I 0 What does that sean? 

I A What does what sea? Tyou know, let me I make clear. I as not a QA espert. I can only 

9 you say it's a textbook answer. It's the answer 

to that I'm familiar with and it's a cosmmon -- I I 1 don't think it is a textbook answer. I think a 

12 textbook answer is probably very dittfferent and 

13 detailed and probably no one in this room perbhaps 

i14 would understand it. I'm** giving what I 0elieve 

is is a comson sense answer and -- but I*s not an 

is export. I can go to experts to get other 

1 7 definitions and things but, you know, I's doing 

I: the best I can.  

S» ° Okay. Why did you replace Mr. Mullin 

( when be was director of GA? 

S21 A I tbink I've answered that. I'll be 

2 a happy to answer it again. Maybe you weren't in 

23 here.  

;.1C I think I was. I know you've discussed 

25 -- particularly that, just that aspect of it. We 
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1 talked about your search for a QA answer.  

2 A Well. I think I answered it. I'll be 
3 happy to go over it gqain.  

4 Q Okay.  

3 A Is that what you want? 

0 Please.  

I A The iasse, ho'd beeR there when 

I obviously amany problems had developed kind of on 

9* bhis watch that were QA problems. i bad observed 

10 him enough to feel that he at least needed 

i training in the management sense to run something 

12 as aimportant as quality assurance for me to my 

13 standards. Those may be different words than Z 

j i used before but that's the thrust of it. And I 

15 don't want to be too harash on bli. se is, of 

i6 course, in a different job now and is being 

S17 productive and is doing a good job.  

Is 0 In his new position? 

19 A In his new position, yes., 

0 Okay. Going back to the Narch 20th 

2i letter, down in the third paragraph, the third 

I n line from the bottoa after the coama, I recognize 

23 that the major thrust of those perceptions is 

2, directed tovard the ineffectivaness of corrective 

25 actions and management isplementation of those 
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actions to prevent the recurrence of.  
2  Is that senteance saying that the major 

I issues addressed by the XSRS perceptions were 

4 ineffectiveness of corrective action and 

5 management iaplementation of those actions? 

S* A Let as try to answer it this way: I 
7 was trying to t*ll the *RC. look, 've· answered 

Sa your specific question in this regard but I 

Srecognize as WRC recognizes, as Congress 

St10 recognises, as TVA recognises, that there is 

it another problem here, you know, and maybe quite 

12 aside from the specifics of -- you're asking this 

13 specific question, by answertng it I was trying 

1 14 to provide them other information so that they 

15 would understand that I understood that there's 

j 16 another issue here. At least I see it as another 

17 issue, and this is it, that TVA's reputation was 

Si such. You know, m1 trying to say to them, I 

x t1 know this is their reputation and I want to fiz 

20 that. I want to change -- not just the 

23 reputation, I want to earn a new reputation, fis 

230 guess when we read that we're looking 

24 at the letter is saying these perceptions really 

25 are, if you want to say, another probles, are 
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really pointing the finger at ieftfectiveness of 

2 correctie and sanase*ent action to correct 
3 problems. Is that whbat you're saying? 

4 A I's not aure what you fust said.  I s I wasn't sure wbat you said. I'a 

* sorry.  

I The threat of this letter, this 

* tence, seems to be takiang those perceptions as 
9 a whole saying -- they're pointing -- a big 

Sto problem they're poainting to is corrective action I11 and action to prevent recurrence. A. 7 

12 understanding -

13  A Ir' not sure you are. Let ms try, it i 
14 **y, in my own words.  

is 0 sure.  

| I. A Can I get pbilosophbcal for a minute? 

17 0 save** a ball.  

Is A Iears ago Adsiral lickover, a person I 

19 admire very such, said to me, the thing that 

i People don't understand in this nuclear business, 

21 *bWhite, the thing they don't understand is it's 

S22 like washing dishes. I said I don't understand 

23 bwhat yo. mean. And there were some ri.es when he 

24 said things I didn't understand.  

25 And he said White, you're. ife every 
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' day akes dianaer and washes the disbes. Tou go 

2 to bed and she gets up the meat day and makes the 

3 bed, she cooke a e*al and she washes the dishes.  

4 And White, this ie what tbis is all about. you 

Swill., in this business, have to wash tbhe dishes 

6 again and again. Toen ill never persmanntly 

? 7 solve anything, don't espect to. Tou will coea 

I back again and again and agaia and agaia to wash 

9 the dishes.  

I 10 So one of the things that I's trying to 

11 say here is look, TVA has not been washing the 

12 dishes, if I'm asking myself clear. I intend to 

I13 wash the dishbes. I intend to go back and try to 

14 do something. Thesb things are recurring, the 

| is reputation, I'm going to try to do something, to 

4 ido a better job washing the dishes.  

17 Now, that's philosophical but tbhat's 

I @ what I'm trying to say.  

19 Q I understand.  

20 A And by the way, I atill think that was 

21 good atvice by the old man and I still follow it.  

1 22 MI. CEARMoFFs Yeab, but bhe couldn't 

23 get away with it today with a younger wife.  

2' TBE WIT-NESS: Don't be so surprised. I 

25 could tell you scse stories of Admiral 
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Rickover and my wite Which She feels still 

rt. quite bhucrous, but I didn*t at the tie.  

I MR. RAIEARTt Could we look at the 

concurrence page*? 

5 MR. MURPITt Sure.  

6 MR. R«I"EARaT And the March 20tb 

S7' Ietter? 

SI'sr Interested in the ona dated March 
1 J.T. A mOe&L 9 5th, 1916 by J *imiry .  

J to  TER V MESSt* es** yes. prepared by.  
11  MR. RluART« Tooes.  

12 1T MNi. REIMrARTt 

13  0  we talked yesterday about concurrence 

j 1 versus certification. to. not addressing 

ts certificatlon. I want to just bose in on 

16 concurrence.  

I 17  When you asked them* people to concur, 

is what did you espect froa them? 

ito A  That t hey would either agree or 

2 disagree with whabt we were sending to the NRC.  

21 0 In what contest, whbat respect? 

i 2 A In the overall respect of tbhe letter.  

23 0 So they would read the letter as Well 
4 as the attachents or just the ltter? 

25  A Well, they sight or might not. The 
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p*RPcts, remember, in tas QA I wouldn't -- as an 

»2 1eaa ** I wouldn't expect Mr. girkebo who was 

3jnsining for Mr. Drotleff, be's an engineering 

Sexpert, not a QA expert, and so I wouldn't expect 

SS bhim to be saying everything in horoe by QA is 

* right.  

S7  Mr. Rolly is a QA expert. I would not 

I I expect hbi to be saying everything in this -- in 

9 the enclosures dealing with engineertng is right.  

10 Mr. Wegner is neither a QA nor an I i engineering expert, but very suca an experienced 

12 individual who can stand back and look at the 

I3 wbole thing and not the details specifically, but 

14 from a common sense point of view be's a very 

S9 good guy in that respect, and so that's what he'd 

S14 be saying.  

17 I've already described Mr. Whitt, and 

J g Mr. Gridley would be saying in a licensing sense 

1 this is okay. Or it they knew of something, not 

20 only in their own area, but somebody else's area 

21 tbat wasn't right, then I would expect them to 

I n raise that issue.  

23 When you say Mr. Gridley would concur 

2 in a licensing sense, what do you mean there? 

25 A No's a licensing manager. Bs's saying 
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1 i tters of his responsibility as a licensing 

2 *an, guy, this Letter is okaer to send to the vaC.  

3 1 can -- you know, the -* this isn't -- you know, 

4 there are many other examples of the concurrence 

S system other than thi wbere some concurrences 

* that come to as nowadays Lave sometimes 14 to 16 

7 signatures of varlous people and I view their 

I signature as saying in their area of eapertise 

9 they're in agreement.  

10 0 Okay. On Mr. Whites' -- not Mr. White, 

"1 you're Mr. White -- on Mr. Kelly's concurrence, 

12 did he have any conditions on his concurrence? 

13 A None. None given to ae.  

14 0 Okay. Did be have any conditions based 

is on the definition of that word pervasive we 

i talked about? 

17 A gone given to me.  

is 0 Okay. Did Mr. Wegnar haoe any 

19 conditions? 

A one given to me. And I *ill emphasis* 

21 noither did Mr. Whitt. We discussed that 

a yesterday.  

23 0 Given to you at that tima.  

24 A Yes. Given to sa at any ctie. You 

25 will recall that even when he subsequently case 
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' in and talked to me he didn't say hbe was going to 

2 go back and change this or, believe se, it woulo 
3 have been a diffterent issue.  

4 0 Okay. Why weren't Mr. Mason and Mtr.  I Cottle on this list somewhere? 

6* A Nr. Cottle - I think I described this 

I yesterday, but Mr. Cottle was in tfact th* ite t I * tirector at Watts Bar and I think he'd been that 

9 jite birection for some period of time, maybe 

10 *even when the license was requested. And I think 

11 I described Mr. Mason, capable though he may be, 

12 he was part of TVA's history and I was trying to 

13 get an independent look. I think both of them 

i4 ***saw -- I'd be very surprised and I've not 

is discussed this with them, I'd be very surprised 

6 if both of them didn't se*** the letter and read 

17 the letter and understand it, but this was an I 1 effort to be entirely stached from the TVA 

9 people who'd been in place when the probless had 

20 happened.  

21 0 Since you mentioned you talked to Mr.  

I n Willis to get the Board of Directors concurrence, 

23 was there a reason the '4ard didn't sign the 

c oncurrence? 

S A  N o particular reason. I don't know 
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Sbhat it would hawv added. to the normal practice 

2 they don't. In a normal practice, you know, it 
3 would -- they just haven't done that.  

S1 ***see. i guess the reason that the 

s question comes up is hberes a concurrence sheet 

.6 and yet the Board doeumented that their 

S 7 concurrenc* would be required.  

I *A Well. as I mentioned it was received by 

* ** froma Mr. Willis.  

I 10  Q Orally? 

t" A orally.  

12 w : 9ges*** we just thought that since 

I wel're going to the trouble to document some, why 

14 not all.  

i A You could ask presumably the question 

Si of why didn't it include a lot o1 other people 

I?7 who at one time or another -W- I mentioned XI Vr 

It bounced things off of people -- i could have gone 

to back to all of those. These were the primary 

2 individuals. it was primarily a technical issue 

S21 with Mr. Kirkebo, a OA issue with Mr. Kelly, Mr.  

j n wegaer because of his very ezpet *pritnce in 6*/ 

23 nuclear power, Mr. Whitt because he was the 

24 manager of the organization bringing it up, and 

25 Mr. Gridley who's licensing. I felt that was 
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I suffiieent. In my judgment that was sufficient.  

2 0 You mentioned Pr. We*ner had a lot of 

3 expekience. Was he fairly knowledgeahle in GA? 

4 A se's not a QA e*pert. You'd have to 

I S inquire of him what he believe his -- no, he's 

6 not a QA e*pert.  

7 0 Okay. I'm suro you've answered this 

II but even though all these people signed, who 

S ultimately hbad the responsibility for the letter? 

Io A What do you mean ultimately? I signed 

Ii it, so I presume you seen did I feel responsible, 

12 of course I felt responsible. If you're asking 

13 on the other hand was I responsible *fr the 

14 drafting of the letter, the answer is no.  

if is Q was acking for the letter as it went 

I out, you're saying you had responsibility.  

. A I signed the letter. I signed the 

Sletter, so ultimate ** it's like the captain of a 

* ship. ultimately the responsibility -- I signed 

SY the letter but that's far different than saying 

8 21 was I responsible for drafting it, vas I 

2 2 responsible for the details of it. It's quite a 

23 different thing.  

2 EXAMINATION 

BY MR. NORPBY: 
25 
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?Ta WITHiSSs 5'* not sure what you 

all are trying to get to.  

MS. BAUSORI When you're talking about 

the drafting you're saying you're not 

responsible for doing that activity? 

T2l WITMiSS# That's correct.  

NI. BAUOSII Okay.  

BT MR. MORPST, 

0 Yeah. But I's saying for the content 

of the letter, bwhat it really says, that's your 

responsibility. You signed, you're asoing what'i 

in that letter you think is correct, right? 

A Teo. I wouldn't have said it if I 

didn't think it was correct.  

0 I'm curlous about a couple of things.  

One concurrence that isn't bore -- I mean you've 

got all these areas covered, did you ever think 

about legal concurrence from the -- from OGC or 

AAA IIPORTINO COMPANY, INC.  
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0 low about the content of the letter, 

which is -- I mean what the letter says, I sean 

the content of the letter. Who's responaible for 

that? 

A I -- well, I an ultimately.  

MS. BAUSIA: Can I sake a clarifica

tion?
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Sftrom your personal lawyer? 

2 A Well, certainly not tro amy personal 
3 lawyer.  

4 Q okay.  

SA OGC was involved in this process early 

Son and by OGC I now eofer to lawyers actually, I 

7 **anr working on this, essentially they are 

SI called and when I say early on I don't know at 

9 what point in time. They may have worked on it 

10 throughout, but I certainly know that they were 

I1 involved and I know that I discussed it maybe two 

12 or three times with naral counsel himself, so I 

i3 know -- in knowing how he op rated his shop 

14 there's no question to me, * ay aind, that he 

15 was reviewing jt.  

16 At the point in tiae that this letter, 

17 that I signed this letter, frankly the sitration I I was such that I would not have taken the advice 

t of the general counsel.  

I Q I think that's sufficient When you 

21 talk about total detachent of people are re -

S22 from this letter -

23 T Total what? 

24 0 Total detachment. You said that what 

25 you did when you had this concurrence, why we had 
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I why waeset Mc. Kamms a" Mc. Cattle, you said 

ye wasted* to detach thef. Z sea* this had to be 

3 - you «aeectert d? 

* A es.  

0 IBR. WWI Ts Waa*t that his respoRase 

Sas - DAS-t Retc.bent.  

I * BT W*. IWRaT: 

* 0 Does this also apply to the escLosares? 

SV A With regard to -

I t 0 To obviously Mr. Kelly was working on 

12 the eaclosreS -

S13 A Oh, yes.  

S . 0 -- you told as that. os mI. Kelly'S 

i v5 signature ir this coRcurrence also cocaur that 

I f the enclossres? 

s  A Oh, Mr. Kelly's, yes, yes.  

j w 0 Asd are those enclosures that pertain 

S to areas that fall in the engineeriag, strictly 

I X is esgiRerig, roull this also apply for mr.  

ji Kirkebo's sisatre?7 

SA Tes, yes.  

2 0 And wbhe we talk *bout liciensag, let 

j at cLarity, Nr. Gridley, are we talking about the 

| adstasnrratijve aspects of the letter, I seen 
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1 Itctes, B mesa I don't ktow? 

2 A ell, well, it's hard to define 

3I bca*S, you know, it doesn't -- when I -- it 

* doesa't make sease to the license, you know, it 

S15 doesn't ake senseR to the licensing people in 

S6a teres of what it says and hbat the format and 

7 that kLnd of thiag.  

Q 0 Okay.  

E * EEZANIIATION 

tN BT *R. ROBIWSOB: 

II 0 One qulck clarification regarding the 

S12 word pervasive again.  

f 13 A Okay.  

1 0 Row «.id the Callwaay decision or the -

f S vwhat you termed as the legal definition of the 

S U :word pervasive come to your attentoan? 

S 17 A Well -

S II MR. URPT: o answered tbht wrile 

Si» you were gone, but you can give it 

| 6 E another -

2t TES WITwlSS: I'll be happy to give 

Sit again. I don' recall specifically 

whether it wa cr..e result of a conver

;2 sation with Mr. NWegnr or Mr. Kelly. I 

It believe i was Mr. Kelly. It say have 
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bees RE. Wegner. The subject came up by, 

2 that there were a couple of cases that 

I3  were applicable, apparently, to this 

issue. OGa was this so-called Calloway 

S case and the other was the Diablo Canyon 

-fcase sad that's how it case up.  

B7 T MR. ROBIWSOWt 

* Q Was it your iapression that there was 

9 other than just a normal dictionary usage of the 

f1t word pervasive in those decisions? Was it your 

* it impression that there was a definition given of 

J I the word pervasive in those decisions? 

gj 13 A rI that case, yes. My recollection is 

I u in the Callaway case it was in legal terms I 

is guess I would say, precisely defined.  

1 6t 0 And what was that definition, do you 

5 17 remember? 

I tI A I gave it earlier. Well, I gave the 

19 same one, it's a common sense definition, all 

SW right? 

S21 0 Well, bow would the Callaway definition 

3 2 of it differ from just a cosmon sense definition 

n of it? 

SA wll, it had a Legal definition. It 

iiad -- here's a court case that says let *a tell 
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you in a licensing connotation of a nuclear power 

plant, let me tell youe what pervasive means, and 

Lit defines it. That might or might not be the 

same as Mr. Smith on the street might think or a 

protestor at a ativersity might think, bat it's 

what in the licensing context that court said it 

meant.  

o Okay. Well, I've got the Callaway 

decision in front of me ** 

A Okay.  

o And you're mor* than welcome to 

MR. CIARIOFF: Do you have the 

Licensing Board decision or the Appeal 

Board decision? 

MR. ROBlNSOt Licensing Appeal Board.  

MR. CBARFIOPtF Okay.  

MR. ROBIWSO: And the Licensing Appeal 

Board decision uses the term pervasive in 

their decision bat it doesn't define 

pervasive. The Licensnag Appeal Board just 

says if there's a pervasive breakdown in 

the quality assurance progras, perhaps the 

safety margins would not be net.  

MR. REtIBART: Maybe they can show us 

the definition if it's there.  

AAA tORlNTCG COMPANY. DNC.  
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I Tat WITtSS: I' sot *ser this is 

2 even the legal -

3 SR. ROSINSO: And it merely says that 

the intervenors were trying to indicate that 

Sthere was*** * pervasive breakdown in quality 

Sassaurance and the decision was made that 

S1 there was not.  

6 ER. CRAROFFrt The paragraph beginninag 

obviously.  

J B TER WITNESSt Teah. TYeahb. This is the 

S part. I vwas pretty close this morning.  

J 1' What I call the definition, whether there 

13 has been a breakdown in quality assurance 

S14 procedures of sufficlient dimensions -- I 

TS think earlier I said magnitude -- to raise 

6 flegitimate doubt as to the overall integrity 

17 of the facility and its safety related 

;I structures and ans , ad it goes on 

to to say a demonstration of a pervasive nature 

1 2C eight well stand in the way of the 

* 2 requisite safety findings.  
St M 

a W So that's what I referred to as 

3 definition of pervasive.  

I' MR. grHvwART: That deftnes pervssive 

:5 there? don't think it does.  

AAA REPORTING COMPANY. BIC.  
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ma. CA3W3oP0, 11, it did to as and 
** were the attorneys La that case.  

mR. REIBSART: Could you point to 

where it defines that? 

ma. CaaamOPrt a. fust read the part 

to you, those two e**teaces. Ter read 

those two sentences together and any good 

lawyer will say that's what it seams. I 

don't know about aon-good lawyers.  

MR. OBIzSOu Okay. in the first 

paragraph, and r*a not going to belabor 

this, it says obviously this inquiry 

necessitates careful consideration of 

whether all ascertained construction 

errors have ever been cured. Even if this 

is established to be the case, bowever, 

there way re.ain a question of whether 

there has been a breakdown in quality 

as***urance procedures of sufficiest 

diensRions to raise legitimate doubt 

as** to the overall integrity of the 

facility and its safety-related struc

tures and components.  

MS. BAUSZR: lead the nest sentence.  

MR. RoBImso0: A desonstration of a
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I pervasive failure to carry oat the quality 

2  assurance prograa night well stand in the 

2 way of the requisite safety finding.  

Okay. o're sayintag that the sentence 

above that defines p*evasive and that neat 

6 sentence says this is -- this kind of 

7 failure? 

M ER. CRARWOPt Ihat the Board is 

9 describing is that a failure of the type 

to10 just described sight stand in the way of 

n I licensing, is what they're saying. It's 

t2 !! net written in dictionary sense, but that 

13| is clearly what lawyers would interpret 

ia the Callaway proceeding to stand for, 

certainly what we understood, 

1 MR. ROBIPSO: I *see.  

17 MR. CEARIOPF: And I think we won that 

to case.  

l« T5Bl WITNESS: Tou just think, you don't 

20 know? 

M1 MR. CEAROFrF: Damn well know.  

n TiE WVITESS: I thought so.  

23 ZEAMIVATION 

;4 BY MR. EZINBART: 

25 Mr. White, is that the detfintion you 

AAA REPORTINC COMPANY. INC 
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I had i mtind when youe sitna the letter? 

2 A Tes. go question.  

3 0 Okay. ow, let's go to the Jane Sth, 

6 1986 letter tkat yaou set to Re. eanton.  

5 A fes.  

3 0 Particularly the third paragraph.  

7 S. BASRt *a sforry. What are you 

SS looking at? 

9 MR. RIMEBART: June 5th, 1985 letter 

10 from Mr. White to Mr. Denton.  

Si US. BAUSER: Third paragraph? 

12 MR. RRIBSART: Third paragraph.  

* 13 MS. BASZSR: What in that paragraph, 

3 14 the whole paragraph? 

S5 MR. REINSART: go.  

t6 MS. SBASER: Can you tell as what 

17 you're going to ask so we can think about 

j| 1it wbile we read that? 

St MR. RSIRIART: I's getting to it it 

2 w you'll give me a chance.  

2t BYT MR. RSiriARTt 

S n20 Mr. White, there you say in order to 

j respond to that specific request I assembled a 

24group of outside individuals. Who were the 

<outside individuals? 

AAA REAORTING CODMANY. INC.  
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A TYou'rs in bte fourth paragraph. I 
2 thought he said the third.  

3  0 I'm sorry.  
4  A I was in the wrong paragraph. oou're 

5 in the fourth paragraph. Go ahead.  

I O Who were the outside individuals? 

7 A That reftrs to Mr. Landis and that 

I group.  

j Q Okay. So all we've talked about when S10c wer'v been speaking about Mr. Lundin and his I it group, we've been referring to this group? 

12 A TYes.  

j 13 0 low, you said an outside group with 

Sl, s*ignificant and extensive nuclear QA experience 

s1 in the areas questioned. What is extensive -

S6 what is significant and extensive? 

a 17  A  Well, tbhe -- ftirst those individuals 

Sato had experience in other -- some were gA and had 

it extensive experience in QA and as I recall others 

2 0 bad experience in investigating similar issues.  

21 1 don't recall, Mr. Reinart, exact numbers, but 

I n 1 think the average experience was about 16 years 

23 and I thought that that was pretty significant.  

24 0 Okay. Is there a difference between 

5 s ignificant and extensive? I *ean if we're going 

AAA IREPOTINC COMPANY. WIC.  
Ceotleg* C"en nap en
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I to say nuamber of year* maybe we could say -

2 a Don't try to read into it more -- you 

3 know, I was trying to explain some'hing that you 

4 may be trying to read -- I don't k ow what you're 

5 trying to road into this.  

S0 Ila really not trying to read anything 

7 into 

I A Significant, I -- you know, what it 

9 means is I'm trying to convey to the WRC I 

10 brought in some people and I didn't just pick 

X I thae off the street. They had exprcience in 

t12 these areas for a number of years and that's what 

* t significant and extensive means.  

1 d 0 Okay. Is there anything more than a 

Ss15 number of years that would provide significant 

S16 and extensive experience? Certifications, 

17 qualifications, particular experience, degrees? 

g1 A I's sure there is. But -- I's sure 

I there is, but as I've said before, I did not 

5 20 review the resumes of those individuals. Mr.  

21 Kelly, I's sure, could give you, perhaps in 

2 detail, that kind of thing. You know, I'm 

23 relying on what he conveyed to a* about the group 

: .and that is the best description I can give.  

25 0 Okay. Then we go on, in addition I had 
,i 

AAA EPORTING COMPATNY. INC.  
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23

a group of highly experienced non-TVA experts 

review this group's tindings. Who was the group 

of non-TVA experts? 

A I think I've answered that yesterday, 

but I'll go over it again. Mr. Kelly, Mr. uaston 

in QA, Mr. Drotleff and Kirkebo in the 

engineering, Mr. Wegner and Mr. Brodsky, Mr.  

Sullivan, Mr. Siaskn, Mr. Stone, I think Mr. d 

Renry. You know, I could go through the whole 

list in certain parts where I bounced things off 

of thec. I's referring to, you know, ten or 

twelve -- sose had a larger part and some bad a 

very small part.  

0 You said you had this group review this 

other group's findings. So I's assauing that 

this group reviewed Lundin's findings? 

A Yes, yes, in effect.  

0 Do you know what they did in order to 

review those findings? 

A go. no, I don't.  

o Were their reviews documented? 

A I don't know.  

o You mentioned a san, Benry, who .L Mr.  

Benr y? 

A Mr. Benry is ore of the top advisors.  

AAA REPORTING COMPANY. IWC.  
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1 e's tfroea ecktal corporation, very senior, and I 

2 think he was there at about this time.  

3 0 Okay. Do you know what his first name 

' is? 

5 A Bill Renry.  

6 0 a11 senry.  

7 A Right. I think he was there about that 

a time. It he was I probably asked his questions.  

9 And I want to tell you that, as I said before, if 

8 to I did, bhe ay or may not have recognised them as 

II being associated with the letter.  

12 Q Sow did you get the results of this 

13 group's review? 

I A Really, I'd like to focus on the 

13 primary individuals because I keep using that 

1 phrase, the Ruston, Kelly, Drotleff, Kirkebo, and 

1 I1 got theb from direct conversations.  

I t 0 Okay. Mr. Kelly, Mr. Buston, Drotleff 

S1 and Kirkebo I believe were in loan management 

( positions.  

S21 A At some point in time they were, yes.  

1 22 0 low did you -- bow did you provide 

23 independence there? 

A Independence fros what? 

25 Well, it looks like from my reading 

AAA UIrolfrc COPANT. Unc.  
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' this letter, you say you had a group of highly 

2 non-TVA e*prcts review this group'a findings.  

3 , These individuals, relly, Ruston, Drotleff and 

*Kirkebo were all involved in the preparation to 

I5 s aoe extent in either the cover letter or the 

6 technical responses and I'm -- if Lundin reviewed 

7 their efforts andthen they eame back and reviewed yE 

SLandin's efforts of their effttorts, I lose some 

S *9 independence there.  

to  a Look, it's -- they're loan danagers but 

I they're not TVA people. They are no more a part 

12 of TVA than I an today. They provide Ahae ly t 
e 4 

13 from the fact that they weren't involved with 

14 what had occurred at TVA and had no axe to grind.  

C is They didn't have to defend past practices or 

;t 1 anything else at TVA. They were independent, 

S 17 whether they were in line positions or not. The 

* ti reason I put thee in line positions is to try to 

3 i change the institution. That doesn't mean a lack 

20 of independence at all. Tou're suggesting -- I'm 

* 21 Proubled Mr. Reinhart, because you're suggesting 

S 7n tbat after bringing these groups in that maybe I 

23 should have brought in a couple of other groups 

; and I have got to say these were independent.  

;5 C I's iust saying w&ti you said in the 

AAA REPORTnWC COMPANY. INC.  
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SLetter. This is your group. I's asking who it 

2 ta. But the question, when we* ooked at the 

, certifications, go back and say the technical 

4 positions or the technical responses, if you had 

5 S have looked at the people who certified, I's surt 

6 that Mr. Drotleff and Mr. Kirkebos iLganatures 

S 7 are there. I think Mr. Buaton's ia, I's not sure 

I about Mr. Kelly'*. What I'm saying is these are 

9 the ones responsible for the line responses.  

10 MR. CRARWOFF: Kacuse me. There's 

iif been a lot of confusion. When you're 

13 about something other than concurrences 

14 like you were about 20 minutes ago? 

SisMR. RN EIWART: Oh, absolptely.  

16 MR. CBARSOFF: Are you talking about 

S 17 the certifications that appeared tr. the 

rg Inotebook? 

19 MR. RZEIBART: Absolutely.  

I 0 MR. CBARPOFF: And it's your testimony 

21 that Mr. Kelly and Mr. Drotletf signed on 

these sheets? 

23 MR. IZIMNART: I said I's pretty sure 

Mr. Droteftf and Mr. Kirkebo did. I's not 

25 ;: about Mr. Ke.ly.  
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